— To 221 B.C.
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

— To 794
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

— To 935
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Korean.

— To 1500
   H 1156; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

— To 1600
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

— To 1688
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

— To 1900
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

— Ch‘in-Han dynasties, 221 B.C.-220 A.D.
   USE — Qin-Han dynasties, 221 B.C.-220 A.D.
   [Former subdivision]

   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   Three kingdoms, six dynasties-Sui dynasty, 220-618
   USE — Three kingdoms-Sui dynasty, 220-618

   Three kingdoms-Sui dynasty, 220-618
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   Three kingdoms, six dynasties-Sui dynasty, 220-618
   [Former subdivision]

   USE — Three kingdoms-Sui dynasty, 220-618

   — 500-1400
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

   — Tang-Five dynasties, 618-960
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Heian period, 794-1185
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

   — 10th century
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 12th century
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 13th century
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

   — 14th century
   H 1148
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

   — 15th century
   H 1148; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 16th century
   H 1148; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 17th century
   H 1148; H 1156; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 18th century
   H 1148; H 1154; H 1155.2; H 1156; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 19th century
   H 1148; H 1154; H 1155.2; H 1156; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 20th century
   H 1148; H 1154; H 1155.2; H 1156; H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — 21st century
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Abandonment of nests
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Abduction
   H 1110
   Use as a topical subdivision under headings for works containing alphabetical lists of abbreviations pertaining to those topics.

   — Abbreviations
   H 1095
   Use as a topical subdivision under topics for abbreviations.

   — Acronyms
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Ability testing
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Ability testing
   (May Subd Geog)

   — Abilities
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Acquisitions
   H 1095
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Additions
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Addition
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption of titles
   H 1095
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

   — Adoption
   H 1160
   Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.
— Ability testing (Continued) heads, including languages, for tests and testing of native aptitude or acquired proficiency in a particular topic.

— Abnormalities (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1164; H 1180 Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases when used under animals and organs and regions of the body. Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body. UF — Abnormalities and deformities [Former subdivision] — Deformities NT — Spermatozoa—Abnormalities — Abnormalities and deformities USE — Abnormalities

— Abrasion resistance (May Subd Geog) H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials. BT — Mechanical properties

— Abridgments H 1188 Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

— Abscess (May Subd Geog) H 1164 Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases. Use under individual organs and regions of the body. BT — Diseases

— Absolute constructions H 1154 Use under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Absorption and adsorption (May Subd Geog) H 1149 Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Abstracting and indexing (May Subd Geog) H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1188 Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, ethnic groups, and uniform titles of sacred works, and under topical headings for works on preparing abstracts or indexes of publications about the subject. Also use under types of publications for works on preparing abstracts or indexes of those types of publications.

— Abstracts H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140 Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works about lists of publications on the subject and provide full bibliographical information together with substantive summaries or condensations of the facts, ideas, or opinions presented in the publication listed. Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies for works about abstracts of works by or about the person or corporate body. Also use under types of publications for works about summaries of the contents of those publications.

— Addresses, sermons, etc. — Motors—Mufflers—Acoustic properties H 1161 Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Accordion H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual instruments and groups of languages.

— Accords H 1095; H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English, groups of languages, and topical headings for works about acronyms in those languages or pertaining to those topics.

— Addresses, sermons, etc. USE — Motors—Mufflers—Acoustic properties

— Access control (May Subd Geog) H 1095 Use as a topical subdivision under types of archives, records, computers, computer networks, and statistical and data-gathering services.

— Access for the physically handicapped USE — Barrier-free design

— Accidents (May Subd Geog) H 1095; H 1153 Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual space vehicles. Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual space vehicles and under types of industries and other topical headings.

— Accidents USE — Investigation of accidents

— Accidents and injuries USE — Wounds and injuries

— Accusing H 1095; H 1105; H 1115.5; H 1153; H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of corporate bodies and industries, military services, and topical headings.

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog) H 1153 Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

— Accreditation (May Subd Geog) H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5 Do not subdivide geographically under names of corporate bodies. Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, especially institutions, educational institutions, and services, and under types of institutions, educational institutions, and services.

— Acoustic properties (May Subd Geog) H 1149; H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.

— Accidents (May Subd Geog) H 1095; H 1105; H 1115.5 Do not subdivide geographically under names of corporate bodies. Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, especially institutions, educational institutions, and services, and under types of institutions, educational institutions, and services.

— Acclimation H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and groups of languages.

— Accts and accentuation H 1154; H 1188 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and under Bible, Old Testament and individual books of the Old Testament.

— Action, Mechanism of USE — Mechanism of action

— Acupuncture (May Subd Geog) H 1164 Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Adaptation (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1164; H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.
individual educational institutions and types of educational institutions.

NT — Open admission

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.
BT — Law and legislation

— Adult education (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
BT — Education

— Adverb
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Adverbials
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Adversaries
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about contemporaries who opposed the person’s point of view or work.
UF — Enemies
— Opponents
BT — Contemporaries

— Aerial exploration
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc., for works on exploration conducted from the air.
UF — Exploration, Aerial
BT — Discovery and exploration

— Aerial film and video footage
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for works about films or videos of those places taken from the air.

— Aerial gunners
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Aerial operations
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Aerial operations, American, [British, etc.]
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Aerial photographs
H 1095; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc., and under topical headings for works about photographs taken from conventional aircraft of a place or topic.
UF — Description and travel—Aerial [Former subdivision]

— Aerial views
H 1140; H 1151
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual educational institutions for maps or atlases of those places or institutions observed from the air.
UF — Description and travel—Aerial [Former subdivision]
— Description and travel—Views [Former subdivision]
— Views, Aerial
BT — Maps

— Aerodynamics
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Dynamics

— Aesthetics
H 1110; H 1155.2
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and groups of literary authors for works about their philosophy of art or beauty, whether explicitly stated or inferred from their creative works.
— Aesthetics and philosophy
USE — Philosophy and aesthetics

— Affinity labeling (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF — Labeling, Affinity

— Affixes
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— African American officers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
BT — African Americans
— Officers

— African American troops
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Afro-American troops [Former subdivision]

— African Americans
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.
UF — Afro-Americans [Former subdivision]
NT — African American officers

— African influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
BT — Foreign influences
— Afro-American troops
USE — African American troops
— Afro-Americans
USE — African Americans
— Age (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Age determination (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Determination of age

— Age differences (May Subd Geog)
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Differences, Age

— Age factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
NT — Metabolism—Age factors
— Toxicochemistry—Age factors
— Aging
H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.

— Genetic aspects
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Genetics

— Molecular aspects
H 1194
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Molecular aspects

— Prevention
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Prevention

— Agonists
H 1149
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Agreement
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Agriculture (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Aides
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Air conditioning (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles, and other constructions.
NT — Housing—Air conditioning

— Aesthetics and philosophy
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Instruments
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Measurement

— Air disc brakes
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Brakes

— Air police
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under air forces.
Under navies, use the subdivision Shore patrol.
Under other military services use the subdivision Military police.

— Air suspension (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Pneumatic equipment
— Springs and suspension

— Airborne troops
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.

— Communication systems
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Airmen
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Alcohol use (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110
Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works on their use or abuse of alcohol.
BT — Substance use

— Algerian authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Alien officials and employees
USE — Officials and employees, Alien
— Alignment of bodies
USE — Bodies—Alignment
— Alignment of wheels
USE — Wheels—Alignment
— Automatic control
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual technical processes and equipment.
UF — Control, Automatic
— Automatic transmission devices
USE — Transmission devices, Automatic

— Automation
H 1095; H 1105; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, and under types of corporate bodies, industries, facilities, processes, and systems.

— Autonomous communities
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type [topic]—Spain for works discussing collectively the autonomous communities of Spain in relation to the topic.
BT — Administrative and political divisions

— Autonomy and independence movements
USE — History—Autonomy and independence movements

— Autopay
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Aviation
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
NT — Tactical aviation

— Ground support
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services other than air forces. Under air forces, use the subdivision Ground support.
BT — Ground support

— Job descriptions
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services for works about summaries of the essential activities involved in the performance of jobs.
BT — Job descriptions

— Aviation electronics technicians
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Aviation mechanics
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Aviation supplies and stores
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Awards
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under topical headings.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and military services, and under topical headings.
NT — Medals

— Axles
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Ayurvedic treatment
(May Subd Geog)
H 1152
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment
— Bacteriology
USE — Microbiology
— Badges
USE — Medals, badges, decorations, etc.

— Behavioral interpretations
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

— Bakhteri authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Balancing of wheels
USE — Wheels—Balancing

— Balloons
(May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Bandmasters
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Bands
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions, and under military services.
UF — Orchestras and bands [Former subdivision]

— Bangladeshi authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Baptist versions
USE — Versions, Baptist
— Bareroot seedlings
USE — Seedlings, Bareroot
— Barracks and quarters
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Quarters and barracks

— BF
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Furniture
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Firearms
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Flagstaffs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Football
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
BT — Sports

— Baseball
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
BT — Sports

— Basque authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Basques
(May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Battles, sieges, etc.
USE — Campaigns
— Naval operations

— Beaching
USE — Stranding

— Bearings
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
NT — Motors—Bearings

— Bedouin authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Behavior
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Animal behavior — Habits and behavior [Former subdivision]
NT — Jumping — Larvae—Behavior — Territoriality

— Climates factors
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Climatic factors

— Endocrine aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Hormonal aspects of behavior
BT — Endocrinology

— Evolution
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Evolution

— Genetic aspects
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Genetics
— Behavior, Ethical
USE — Conduct of life
— Belts, Seat
USE — Seat belts

— Benefactors
H 1151
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.

— Benefices
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

— Bengali authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Biblical teaching
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious or secular topics for works on the theological and/or ethical teachings of the Bible, or its individual parts, on those topics.
UF — Teaching of the Bible

— Bibliographic catalogs
USE — Bibliography—Catalogs
— Bibliographical catalogs
USE — Bibliography—Catalogs

— Bibliographies
USE — Bibliography
— Bibliography
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works on bibliography on those subjects.

— Methodology
USE — Bibliography of bibliographies
— Bibliography
USE — Bibliography of bibliographies
— Methodology
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.
UF — Bibliography—Theory, methods, etc. [Former subdivision]
BT — Methodology
— Theory, methods, etc.
USE — Bibliography—Methodology

— Bibliography
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for works consisting of bibliographies about the
Bibliography

(Continued)

Subject:
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies for lists of works by or about the person or corporate body.

UF — Bibliographies
— Lists of books
NT — Bibliography of bibliographies
— Bio-bibliography
— First editions—Bibliography
— Imprints
— Maps—Bibliography
— Maps—Early works to 1800—Bibliography
— Music—Bibliography
— Periodicals—Bibliography

Catalogs

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for lists of publications about the subject that provide information about their location, availability, etc.

UF — Bibliographic catalogs
— Bibliographical catalogs
BT — Catalogs
NT — Periodicals—Bibliography—Catalogs

Early

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for bibliographies compiled or issued before 1800.

UF — Bibliography—Early works to 1800
— Early bibliography
BT — Early works to 1800

Exhibitions

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects.

BT — Exhibitions
— First editions

Graded lists

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

UF — Graded lists

Indexes

USE — Indexes

Microform catalogs

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for catalogs that list works stored in microform editions.

BT — Microform catalogs

Union lists

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for catalogs of materials on those subjects held by two or more libraries.

BT — Union lists
NT — Periodicals—Bibliography—Union lists

Bibliography of bibliographies

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for works consisting of lists of bibliographies on those subjects.

UF — Bibliography—Bibliography [Former subdivision]
BT — Bibliography
— Bilingual method of language teaching
USE — Study and teaching—Bilingual method
— Bills—Private
USE — Private bills

Binomial

H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

Bio-bibliography

H 1095; H 1103; H 1140; H 1186; H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual Christian denominations, and monastic and religious orders, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and historic events. Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups for collections of biographical source materials pertaining to persons from those places or belonging to those groups.

BT — Biography
— Biography

Bioaccumulation (May Subd Geog)

H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

Bioavailability (May Subd Geog)

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

Biocompatibility (May Subd Geog)

H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

Biocontrol

USE — Biological control

Biodegradation (May Subd Geog)

H 1140; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and historic events.

Biographical anecdotes

USE — Biography—Anecdotes
— Biographical dictionaries
— Biographical dictionaries

Biography

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1147; H 1151; H 1159; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, types of animals, and historic events for works about collective or individual biography.

UF — Autobiography
— Correspondence, reminiscences, etc.
— [Former subdivision]
— Legends and stories
— [Former subdivision]

BT — Anecdotes
— Caricatures
— Salivary, etc.
— [Former subdivision]

NT — Bio-bibliography
— History—period subdivision—Biography
— Toxicology—Biography

Anecdotes

H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for anecdotes about persons from or in those places.

UF — Biographical anecdotes
— Biography—Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.
[Former subdivision]
BT — Anecdotes

Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.

USE — Biography—Anecdotes
— Biography—Humor

Caricatures and cartoons

H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for caricatures and cartoons of persons in or from those places.

BT — Caricatures and cartoons

Chronology

USE — Chronology

Dictionaries

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and historic events.

UF — Biographical dictionaries
BT — Dictionaries

Humor

H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for humor about persons from or in those places.

UF — Biography—Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.
[Former subdivision]
BT — Humor

Pictorial works

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

BT — Pictorial works

Portraits

H 1105; H 1140; H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and military services for collections of portraits of persons in or from those places, corporate bodies, and military services.

BT — Portraits

Sermons

H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Sermons

Biological control (May Subd Geog)

H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Biocontrol
BT — Control
NT — Diseases and pests—Biological control
— Parasites—Biological control

Sources

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants.
**Portraits, caricatures, etc.**

**Cartography**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

NT — Biography—Caricatures and cartoons

— Comic books, strips, etc.

**Cartography**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Cartoons, satire, etc.

USE — Caricatures and cartoons

— Humor

— Cartoons, satire, etc.

USE — Caricatures and cartoons

— Humor

**Case**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

NT —Ergative constructions

— Locative constructions

**Case grammar**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Grammar

**Case studies**

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works and case studies.

**Casualties**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

UF — Casualties (Statistics, etc.) [Former subdivision]

**Statistics**

H 1200

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual wars.

UF — Casualties (Statistics, etc.) [Former subdivision]

BT — Statistics

**Catalysis**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**Catalytic converters**

H 1195

Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**English, [French, German, etc.]**

H 1187

Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

**Catechisms and creeds**

H 1185; H 1187

Use as a form subdivision under individual religions and Christian denominations for catechisms of those religions or denominations.

UF — Catechisms and creeds [Former subdivision]

**Causative**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**Causes**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

**Cavalry**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

**Drill and tactics**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Drill and tactics

**Cavalry operations**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

**Catastrophe erosion**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Erosion

**CD-ROM catalogs**

H 1095

Use as a form subdivision under individual wars.

BT — Catalogs

**Catastrophes, anniversaries, etc.**

USE — Anniversaries, etc.

— Celtic antiquities

USE — Antiquities, Celtic

**Celtic authors**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and major genres of literatures.

**Celtic influences**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

**Celtic literature**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**Census**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**Catalogs**

H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1148

Use as a topical subdivision under types of objects, including types of merchandise, art objects, products, publications, collectible's items, technical equipment, etc., for listings of those objects that have been produced, that are available or located at particular places, or that occur on a particular market, often systematically arranged with descriptive details, prices, etc., accompanying each entry. Use the subdivision Catalogs under the heading Excavations (Archaeology) as well as under headings for individual archaeological sites for works listing objects found. Use the subdivision Catalogs under names of individual corporate bodies and types of organizations for works listing objects, art works, products, etc., produced by, located in, or available from those organizations. Also use the subdivision Catalogs under names of individual artists, craftspersons, families of artists and craftspersons, and corporate bodies for works listing their art works or crafts which are available or located in particular institutions or places. Also use under persons or families doing business as sellers under their own names.

NT — Catalogs and collections

— Audio-visual aids—Catalogs

— Audio-visual aids—Catalogs

— Audio and cassette catalogues

— Audiotape catalogues

— Bibliography—Catalogs

— Catalogs and collections

— Catalogues raisonnés

— CD-ROM catalogues

— Catalogues raisonnés

— Catalogues raisonnés

— Catalogues raisonnés

— Compact disc catalogues

— Curricula—Catalogues

— Data tape catalogues

— Discography

— Exhibitions

— Film catalogues

— Manufacturers' catalogues

— Manuscripts—Catalogues

— Microform catalogues

—Thematic catalogues

— Union lists

— Video catalogues

**Catalogues raisonnés** (May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1147; H 1161; H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under types of natural objects, individual musical instruments and families of instruments for works about catalogs or collections of those objects and instruments.

BF — Catalogs

**Caricatures and cartoons**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Comic books, strips, etc.

USE — Caricatures and cartoons

— Humor

**Catalogs and collections**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1147; H 1161; H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under types of natural objects, individual musical instruments, and families of instruments for catalogs or collections of those objects and instruments.

NT — Germline resources—Catalogs and collections

— Catalogs, Manufacturers'

USE — Manufacturers' catalogs

— Catalogues raisonnés

H 1110

Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.

UF — Oeuvre catalogues

BF — Catalogs

**Cases, clinical reports, statistics**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual cases.

**Casts**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual cases.

**Cases, clinical reports, statistics**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual cases.

**Categorial grammar**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Grammar

**Categories, Grammatical**

USE — Grammatical categories

**Catholic authors**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

**Catholic versions**

USE — Versions, Catholic

**Catholic vs. Protestant versions**

USE — Versions, Catholic vs. Protestant

**Catoptric converters**

H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**Casualties (May Subd Geog)**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

**UF** — Casualties (Statistics, etc.) [Former subdivision]

**China**

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual countries.

**Chinese authors**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

**Chinese literature**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

**Christian denominations**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BF — Christian denominations

**Christian authors**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual authors.

**Christian literature**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

**Christianity**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and Christian denominations.

**UF** — Christian denominations [ Former subdivision]

**Christianity in contact with Islam**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual contacts.

**Christian history**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual historical periods.

**UF** — Christian history [Former subdivision]

**Christianity and Islam**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual contacts.

**UF** — Christianity and Islam [ Former subdivision]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, reminiscences, etc.</td>
<td>USE — Biography —</td>
<td>Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1095; H 1149; H 1158; H 1195 Use as a topical subdivision under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>individual metals and types of materials, and types of engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structures, equipment, and vehicles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Stress corrosion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion fatigue</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual metals and types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT — Fatigue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrupt practices</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5; H 1153 Do not subdivide geographically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>under names of individual corporate bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bodies, and under types of organizations, activities, and industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UF — Corrupt practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>USE — Corrupt practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cossacks</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1200 Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>persons. Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost control</td>
<td>H 1095; H 1153; H 1159</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>services, and topical headings. UF — Control of costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost effectiveness</td>
<td>H 1095; H 1153</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and topical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>headings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-of-living adjustments to pensions</td>
<td>USE — Pensions — Cost-of-living adjustments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under salaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-of-living adjustments to salaries</td>
<td>USE — Salaries, etc. —</td>
<td>Cost-of-living adjustments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of operation</td>
<td>H 1095; H 1195</td>
<td>H 1153 Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings. UF —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operating costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>H 1095; H 1153</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and topical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>headings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Compliance costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume</td>
<td>USE — Clothing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling of</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ethnic groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Pastoral counselling of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfeiting money</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1200 Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Eggs — Counting</td>
<td></td>
<td>— Nests — Counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course catalogs</td>
<td>USE — Curricula —</td>
<td>Catalogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court and couriers</td>
<td>H 1140</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UF — Couriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>H 1140</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UF — Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>H 1140</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BT — Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>H 1140</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtiers</td>
<td>USE — Court and</td>
<td>courtiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage by the press</td>
<td>USE — Press coverage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creos</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual metals and types of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crankshafts of motors</td>
<td>USE — Motors —</td>
<td>Crankshafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash tests</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1195 Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and types of land vehicles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crankshafts</td>
<td>USE — Credit ratings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creeds</td>
<td>H 1185; H 1187</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christian denominations for works about authoritative statements of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>belief of those religions or denominations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_creeds</td>
<td>USE — Creeds</td>
<td>— Catechisms and creeds [Former subdivision]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and criticism</td>
<td>H 1187</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>denominations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creeds</td>
<td>H 1185; H 1187</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christian denominations for authoritative statements of belief of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>those religions or denominations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creeds</td>
<td>USE — Creeds</td>
<td>— Catechisms and creeds [Former subdivision]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crippal provisions</td>
<td>H 1145.5</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and legislation</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1100; H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under classes of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>persons and ethnic groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimes against</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1100; H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under classes of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>persons and ethnic groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and legislation</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
<td>H 1100; H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under classes of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>persons and ethnic groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal provisions</td>
<td>H 1194.5</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism and history</td>
<td>USE — History and</td>
<td>criticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism and interpretation</td>
<td>H 1110</td>
<td>Use only under names of persons active in the fine arts, literature,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>music, and performing arts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and criticism</td>
<td>H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early church, ca. 30-600</td>
<td>H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Ages, 600-1500</td>
<td>H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th century</td>
<td>H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD-19
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Endocrinology

--- Devotional literature

H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for works about devotional literature on those works.

Devotional literature

— Meditations

--- Devotional use

H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

UF — Use in devotion

— Devotions

USE — Prayers and devotions

— Devotions

--- Devatering (May Subd Geog)

H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

--- Diacritics

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

--- Diagnosis (May Subd Geog)

H 1150

Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

NT — Biopsy

— Cytodiagnosis

— Diseases—Diagnosis

— Early detection

— Examination

— Immunodiagnosis

— Molecular diagnosis

— Serodiagnosis

— Wounds and injuries—Diagnosis

--- Diagnostic use (May Subd Geog)

H 1149

Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

UF — Use in diagnosis

--- Diagrams

USE — Charts, diagrams, etc.

--- Dialectology

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Dialects (May Subd Geog)

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books

H 1154

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Conversation and phrase books

--- Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.

H 1154

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.

--- Grammar

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Grammar

--- Lexicology

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Lexicology

--- Morphology

NT — Metamorphosis

--- Mutual intelligibility

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Diseases (Continued)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Homoeopathic treatment  
— Imaging  
  USE — Imaging  
— Interventional radiology  
  USE — Interventional radiology  
— Laser surgery  
  USE — Laser surgery  
— Magnetic resonance imaging  
  USE — Magnetic resonance imaging  
— Molecular aspects  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Molecular aspects  
— Nursing (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Nursing  
— Nutritional aspects (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Nutritional aspects  
— Pathophysiology  
  USE — Pathophysiology  
— Prevention  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Prevention  
— Radionuclide imaging  
  USE — Radionuclide imaging  
— Reoperation  
  USE — Reoperation  
— Spectroscopic imaging  
  USE — Spectroscopic imaging  
— Surgery  
  USE — Surgery  
— Tomography  
  USE — Tomography  
— Treatment (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Treatment  
— Ultrasonic imaging  
  USE — Ultrasonic imaging  
— Vaccination  
  USE — Vaccination  
— Diseases and hygiene  
  USE — Diseases  
— Health and hygiene  
— Diseases and pests (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  UF — Pests  
  NT — Roots—Diseases and pests  
  — Seedlings—Diseases and pests  
— Biological control (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Biological control  
— Control (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Control  
— Environmental aspects (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Environmental aspects  
— Cultural control (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Cultural control  
— Geographical distribution  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Geographical distribution  
— Identification  
  H 1180  
  Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Identification  
— Integrated control (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Integrated control  
— Monitoring (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Monitoring  
— Nutritional aspects (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  BT — Nutritional aspects  
— Disinfection of animal housing  
  USE — Housing—Disinfection  
— Dislocation (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1164  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.  
— Dismissal of (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1100  
  Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.  
— Disparities, Regional  
  USE — Regional disparities  
— Dispersal (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147; H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.  
  NT — Eggs—Dispersal  
  — Larvae—Dispersal  
  — Seeds—Dispersal  
— Displaced persons  
  USE — Refugees  
— Displacement  
  H 1164  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.  
— Display systems for instruments  
  USE — Instruments—Display systems  
— Disposal of wastes  
  USE — Waste disposal  
— Disputes, Boundaries  
  USE — Boundaries  
— Dissertation (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147; H 1164  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.  
  NT — Seeds—Dissertation  
— Dissertations  
  H 1151  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.  
— Style manuals  
  H 1151  
  Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.  
  UF — Style manuals for dissertations  
  BT — Style manuals for dissertations  
— Dissimilation  
  H 1154  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
— Dissolution  
  H 1155; H 1158  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies and under individual materials and types of materials.  
— Distances, etc.  
  H 1140  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.  
— Distribution, Geographical  
  USE — Geographical distribution  
— Distribution, Seasonal  
  USE — Seasonal distribution  
— Distribution, Vertical  
  USE — Vertical distribution  
— Division, Numerical  
  USE — Numerical division  
— Divorce  
  H 1110  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.  
— Doctrinal and controversial works  
  USE — Controversial literature  
— Doctrinal and controversial works  
  USE — Controversial literature  
— Doctrines  
  H 1185; H 1187  
  Use as a topical subdivision under religious and Christian denominations.  
  UF — Doctrinal and controversial works  
— History  
  H 1185; H 1187  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and Christian denominations.  
— Modern period, 1500—  
  H 1187  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.  
— Documentation (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1095  
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on the processes by which documents on those topics are made available.  
— Documents, Papal  
  USE — Papal documents  
— Domestic animals (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1103  
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.  
— Doors  
  H 1195  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.  
— Dormancy (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147; H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.  
  NT — Seeds—Dormancy  
— Dose-response relationship  
  H 1149  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.  
— Dosimetric treatment (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1150  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.  
  BT — Treatment  
— Doubtful works  
  USE — Spurious and doubtful works  
— Doubtful works  
  USE — Spurious and doubtful works  
— Draft resisters (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1200  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.  
— Drama  
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140  
  Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, under classes of persons and ethnic groups, under names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, individual and groups of fictitious and legendary characters, and topical headings for plays, musical dramatic works, or fictional visual materials, or fictional non-music sound recordings on those subjects.  
  UF — Plays  
  NT — Juvenile drama  
— Dramatic production  
  H 1110; H 1155.8  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors and literary works entered under the title for works on various aspects of stage presentation, e.g. acting, costume, stage setting, and scenery, etc. For works on historical aspects of dramatic production, use the subdivision Stage history.  
  UF — Stage presentation  
  — Stage-setting and scenery
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

---

**Eponyme**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

---

**Equipment**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Quality control**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Equipment and supplies**

H 1095; H 1105; H 1147; H 1153; H 1180; H 1195; H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of industries, processes, services, activities, institutions, disciplines, individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles, and individual wars.

UF

— Apparatus [Former subdivision]
— Apparatus and equipment [Former subdivision]
— Apparatus and supplies [Former subdivision]
— Supplies [Former subdivision]

NT

— Audio equipment
— Electric equipment
— Electronic equipment
— Hydraulic equipment
— Pneumatic equipment
— Radio equipment
— Safety appliances

---

**Ergative constructions**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT

— Case
— Syntax

---

**Erosion**

May Subd Geog

H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT

— Deterioration

NT

— Erosion
— Erosions, inventions, etc., of history

USE

— History—Errors, inventions, etc.

---

**Errors of usage**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF

— Errors of usage
— Errors of usage—Errors, inventions, etc., of history
— Errors, inventions, etc., of history

---

**Eruption, [date]**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual volcanoes.

---

**Eruptions**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual volcanoes.

---

**Essence, genius, nature**

H 1185

Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions.

---

**Estate**

H 1110

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on the aggregate of property or liabilities of all kinds that a person leaves for disposal at his death, including discussions or cases of contested estates.

---

**Estimates**

May Subd Geog

H 1095; H 1153

Use as a topical subdivision under types of engineering, technical processes, industries, etc., for estimates of the cost of construction, installation, etc., or the carrying out of a task to completion.

UF

— Estimates and cost [Former subdivision]
— Estimates and cost—Estimates

---

**Euphemism**

H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

---

**Ethics**

H 1110; H 1155

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on the individual's ethical system and values. Also use under names of individual legislative bodies.

UF

— Biography—Character [Former subdivision]
— Knowledge—Ethics
— Moral ideas
— Religion and ethics [Former subdivision]

---

**Ethnobiology**

May Subd Geog

H 1103

Use as a topical subdivision under individual groups.

---

**Ethnic identity**

H 1103

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

UF

— Identity, Ethnic

---

**Ethnic relations**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF

— Relations, Ethnic

---

**Economic aspects**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT

— Economic aspects

---

**Political aspects**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT

— Political aspects

---

**Ethnological collections**

H 1105; H 1110; H 1120

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and families for works about their ethnological collections.

---

**Ethnomusicological collections**

H 1102; H 1110; H 1120

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and families for works about their ethnomusicological collections.

---

**Ethnology**

May Subd Geog

H 1103

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

BT

— Ethnology

---

**Etiology**

H 1150

Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

---

**Eymology**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

---

**Names**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF

— Names—Eymology

---

**Euphemism**

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

---

**European authors**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

---

**European influences**

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
--- Faculty (Continued) classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and types of educational institutions.

--- Faculty housing
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

--- Fading of color
USE — Color — Fading

--- Fake books
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

--- Family
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on the person's family or relations with family members as well as for genealogical works about the person's family.
UF — Ancestry
— Biography — Ancestry (Former subdivision)
— Biography — Descendants (Former subdivision)
— Biography — Family (Former subdivision)
— Relations with family (May Subd Geog)
USE — Genealogy

--- Family relationships
(May Subd Geog) H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.

--- Family trees
USE — Genealogy

--- Fatigue
(May Subd Geog) H 1149, H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.
NT — Corrosion fatigue
— Thermal fatigue

--- Feaces
(May Subd Geog) H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Detection
(May Subd Geog) H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Feeds

--- Feeding and feeding (May Subd Geog) H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Feeding and feeds

--- Feeding behavior
USE — Food

--- Feeds
USE — Feeding and feeds

--- Fees (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under professional groups of persons.
--- Fees for licenses
USE — Licenses — Fees
--- Fees for registration and transfer
USE — Registration and transfer — Fees
--- Fellowships
USE — Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
--- Female authors
USE — Women authors
--- Female participation
USE — Participation, Female

--- Feminist criticism
(May Subd Geog) H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

--- Fenders
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles.

--- Fertility
(May Subd Geog) H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Fertilization
H 1145.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

--- Fertilizers
(May Subd Geog) H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Fertilizers and manures (Former subdivision)
--- Fertilizers and manures
USE — Fertilizers

--- Fetus
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Anatomy
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Anatomy

--- Physiology
(May Subd Geog) H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Physiology

--- Fibrosis
(May Subd Geog) H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases. Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

--- Fiction
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, individual and groups of fictitious and legendary characters, and topical headings for collections of stories or novels on those subjects. Also use under names of individual persons and historic groups of deities, and under names of individual fictional characters.
UF — Legends and stories (Former subdivision)
— Novels
— Stories
NT — Juvenile fiction

--- Fictional works
H 1110
Do not use under authors who write principally fiction.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works of criticism about fictional works by the author.
BT — Criticism and interpretation

--- Field experiments
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Experiments

--- Field guides
USE — Identification
--- Field protocols
USE — Fieldwork

--- Field service
USE — Fieldwork
— Field work
USE — Fieldwork

--- Fieldwork
(May Subd Geog) H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

--- Field study
USE — Fieldwork

--- File protocols
USE — Field study
— Field work [Former subdivision]
BT — Methodology

--- Figures of speech
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

--- Film adaptations
H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures, individual literary works entered under title, forms and types of musical compositions, and names of individual persons.
UF — Film and video adaptations [Former subdivision]
--- Adaptations
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Films for foreign speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Video recordings for foreign speakers [Former subdivision]

--- Films for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Video recordings for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
— Films, Juvenile
USE — Juvenile films

--- Finance
H 1095; H 1105; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1115; H 1159; H 1187; H 1200
This subdivision may be subdivided geographically only under wars entered under directly their own names.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual nongovernmental corporate bodies and under types of industries, corporate bodies, services, technical operations, etc., for works on their budgets and the raising and expenditure of funds. Use under names of individual government bodies for works limited to their management of nonappropriated funds. For works on the financial affairs of individual government agencies and institutions, use the subdivision Appropriations and expenditures.
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups for works on the financial affairs of the group as a whole. Also use under individual wars.
UF — Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Subdivisions
NT — Subdivisions

--- Law and legislation
(May Subd Geog) H 1105; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Do not further subdivide geographically under military services.
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic.
— Geographical distribution
— Climatic factors
   (Continued)
— Individual plants and groups of plants.
— BT — Climatic factors
— Geography
   H 1140; H 1149.5; H 1188
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of
   countries, cities, etc., and uniform titles of
   sacred works.
— NT — Colonies—Geography
— Historical geography
— History
   USE — Historical geography
— German Americans
   H 1159; H 1200
   Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
   classes of persons.
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   military services and wars.
— German authors
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   literatures.
— German influences
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   literatures.
— Germanic antiquities
— BT — Foreign influences
— USE — Antiquities, Germanic
— Germplasm resources
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   animals and groups of animals and individual
   plants and groups of plants.
— Catalogs and collections
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1180
   Use this subdivision combination as a form
   subdivision under individual plants and
   groups of plants.
— Cryptopreservation
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under
   individual animals and groups of animals and
   individual plants and groups of plants.
— BT — Cryptopreservation
— Microbiology
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1147
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   animals and groups of animals.
— BT — Microbiology
— Gerund
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Gerundive
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Gift books
   H 1180; H 1200
   Use as a form subdivision under individual
   plants and groups of plants and individual
   wars.
— UF — Giftbooks [Former subdivision]
— Giftbooks
— USE — Gift books
— Globalization
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.
   H 1154
   Use as a form subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— UF — Vocabularies, glossaries, etc.
— NT — Dialects—Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.
— Language—Glossaries, etc.
— Polyglot
   H 1154
   Use as a form subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Gold discoveries
   H 1140
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of
   countries, etc.
— Golf
   H 1151
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of
   individual educational institutions.
— BT — Sports
— Government
   H 1154; H 1185; H 1187
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages, and under
   individual religions and Christian denominations.
— Government aid
— USE — Subsidies
— Government and politics
— USE — Political and government
— Government jargon
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— BT — Jargon
— Government ownership
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1153
   Use as a topical subdivision under types of
   industries.
— BT — Ownership
— Government policy
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1153
   Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
   persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings
   that are not inherently governmental for works
   describing the course of action selected by
   national, state, or local governments to guide
   decision-making and programs pertaining to the
   class of persons, ethnic group, or topic.
— UF — Policy, Government
— NT — Commercial policy
— Cultural policy
— Economic policy
— Emigration and
   immigration—Government policy
— Military policy
— Population policy
— Prices—Government policy
— Social policy
— Government relations
   H 1103
   Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic
   groups for works on relations between the group
   as a whole and the government of the place in
   which they reside.
— Governments in exile
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   wars.
— UF — Exile, Governments in
— Governors
   H 1095
   Use as a topical subdivision under headings
   of the type [topical]-[country] for works discussing
   collectively the governors of a country in relation to
   the topic.
— Administrative and political divisions
— Gradation
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Graded lists
— USE — Bibliography—Graded lists
— Grading
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1095; H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   animals and groups of animals, individual plants
   and groups of plants, and individual products or
   commodities for works on the division of
   commercial products into categories of uniform
   quality to facilitate marketing.
— NT — Carcasses—Grading
— Graduate education
— USE — Education (Graduate)
— Graduate students
   H 1151
   Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
   classes of persons.
— Use as a topical subdivision under names of
   individual educational institutions.
— BT — Students
— Graduate work
   H 1151; H 1151.5
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of
   individual educational institutions and types of
   educational institutions.
— BT — Examinations
— Graduation requirements
   H 1151.5
— UF — Requirements for graduation
— Graffiti
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   wars.
— Graffing
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   plants and groups of plants.
— Grammar
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— NT — Case grammar
— Categorial grammar
— Dependency grammar
— Dialects—Grammar
— Grammar, Comparative
— Grammar, Generative
— Grammar, Historical
— Relational grammar
— Terminology
   H 1154
   Use this subdivision combination as a form
   subdivision under individual languages and
   groups of languages.
— Theory, etc.
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Grammar, Comparative
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— UF — Comparative grammar
— BT — Grammar
— French, [Latin, etc.]
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— UF — Commercial grammar
— BT — Grammar
— Grammar, Historical
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— UF — Generative grammar
— BT — Grammar
— Grammar, Generative
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— UF — Historical grammar
— BT — Grammar
— Grammatical categories
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— UF — Categories, Grammatical
— Grammatization
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Grants, Research
— USE — Research grants
— Graphemics
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   languages and groups of languages.
— Graphic methods
   H 1095
   Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines, types of technical processes,
   scientific phenomena, etc., for the technique of
   solving problems by means of graphs.
— BT — Methodology
— Grave
— USE — Tomb
— Greek authors
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Greek influences
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual
   literatures.
— BT — Foreign influences
— Greifuna authors
   H 1156
— Honor system
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

— Honorary officials and employees
H 1154
— Officials and employees, Honorary

— Hormone therapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Hormonal aspects
— Hormone therapy

— Complications
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

— Hospital care
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— Hospice care
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— Hospital staffs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Hospitals
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1150; H 1200
Do not use under headings for persons with specific diseases. Use [disease]-Hospitals instead.

— Host plants
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Hostages
(May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Hot weather conditions
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on procedures to be followed during hot weather conditions.

— Hot working
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Housing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups for works on social or economic aspects of the provision of housing for the group. For works on residential buildings for the group from the standpoint of architecture, construction, ethnology, etc., use the subdivision Dwellings. For works on the homes of individual members of the group from an architectural or historical point of view, use the subdivision Homes and haunts.

— Hospice care
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— Hospices
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1150; H 1200
Do not use under headings for persons with specific diseases. Use [disease]-Hospices instead.

— Honor system
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

— Honorary officials and employees
H 1154
— Officials and employees, Honorary

— Hormone therapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Hormonal aspects
— Hormone therapy

— Complications
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

— Hospital care
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— Hospice care
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— Hospital staffs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Hospitals
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1150; H 1200
Do not use under headings for persons with specific diseases. Use [disease]-Hospitals instead.

— Host plants
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Hostages
(May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Hot weather conditions
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on procedures to be followed during hot weather conditions.
— Hygienic aspects
USE — Health aspects

— hymns
H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations for works about hymns of those denominations.

— History and criticism
H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

— hymns
H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under individual Christian denominations for hymns of those denominations.

— texts
H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under individual Christian denominations for texts of hymns of those denominations.

— Hypertrophy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivision by subdivisions used under diseases.

— ice breaking operations
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— icelandic authors
Spec H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— icelandic influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— hunting
(May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— hurricane effects
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, structures, facilities, and equipment.

— Hunting
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of plants.

— huSsite versions
USE — HUSSite versions, Hussite

— hybridization
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— HydrAIDS
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivision by subdivisions used under diseases.

— hydraulic equipment
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— hydrogen content
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— hydrogen embrittlement
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— humor
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Humor
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, other names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, fictitious characters, under classes of persons, and under uniform titles of sacred works and topical headings for works about humor on those subjects. Also use under names of individual persons for works about the person’s sense of humor or use of humor.

— humor
NT — Humor
— Cartoons, satire, etc., [Former subdivision]
— Humor, satire, etc.

— Humor
NT — Biography—Humor
— Cartoons and cartoons
— History—Humor
— Juvenile humor

— Humor, satire, etc.
USE — Humor

— Humor, satire, etc.
USE — Humor

— Hungarian authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Hungarian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— hunting
(May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— ice breaking operations
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— icelandic authors
Spec H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— iconography
USE — Iconography

— identification
H 1095; H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and topical headings for works on the process or methods of identifying or characterizing these persons or topics.

— identification
H 1147
Use as a form subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and types of objects for works presenting the characteristics of a group for the purpose of determining the names of its members.

— Field guides
— Identification guides
— Keys [Identification guides]

— diseases and pests—identification
— Parasites—identification
— Seeds—identification

— identification guides
USE — Identification

— Identification, Photographic
USE — Photographic identification

— identity, ethnic
USE — Ethnic identity

— identity, racial
USE — Race identity

— idioPhone
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— idiom
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Idioms, corrections, errors [Former subdivision]

— Idioms, corrections, errors
USE — Errors of usage
— Idioms
— Usage

— Ignition
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— electronic systems
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— illustrations
H 1095; H 1110; H 1155.6; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual works (author-title or title entries), uniform titles of sacred works, and individual literatures, literary forms, and types of published materials for works about pictorial representation of those works. Also use under names of individual persons for works about pictorial representations of their written works.

— Imitations
(Parodies)
USE — Imitations

— Immigration
USE — Emigration and immigration

— Immunological aspects
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Immunology
H 1147; H 1149; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, and individual organs and regions of the body.

— Immunodiagnostics
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Immunological diagnostics
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Immunological testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immunotherapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immune responses
USE — Immunological aspects

— identity, racial
USE — Race identity

— IdioPhone
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Imitations
(Parodies)
USE — Parodies, imitations, etc.

— imagery
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1158; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immigration
USE — Emigration and immigration

— immunological aspects
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immunological testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immunotherapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immunological testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— immunotherapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— implications
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Implications
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
— Impeachment (Continued) Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— Imperative H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Implements (May Subd Geog) H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Imprints H 1140 Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc. for lists of works published in those places.

BT — Bibliography

— Imprisonment H 1110 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons on works on periods in which the person was imprisoned in a correctional institution or a prisoner of war camp. For works on periods in which the person was held captive in bondage or confinement, especially under house arrest, as a hostage, or in battle, use the subdivision Captivity.

UF — Biography—Imprisonment [Former subdivision]

— Imprisonment, [dates] [Former subdivision]

USE — Imprisonment

— In art H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1187 Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and Christian denominations for works about those places and organizations as themes in art. Also use under uniform titles for works about the representation of those titles as physical objects in art.

— In art H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1187 Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and Christian denominations for works about those places and organizations as themes in art. Also use under uniform titles for works about the representation of those titles as physical objects in art.

— In bookplates H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1200 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, countries, cities, etc., and wars for works on representation of those persons, organizations, places, and wars on bookplates.

— In fiction, drama, poetry, etc. USE — In literature

— In literature H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140; H 1187; H 1188 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, corporate bodies, and countries, cities etc., Christian denominations and uniform titles of sacred works, and under names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, and fictitious characters, for works on those persons, organizations, and places in literature.

UF — In fiction, drama, poetry, etc. [Former subdivision]

— In mass media H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, corporate bodies, and countries, cities, etc., and under names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, and fictitious characters, for works on those persons, organizations, and places in mass media.

NT — On television

— In motion pictures H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140; H 1187 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, corporate bodies, countries, cities, etc., and Christian denominations, and under names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, and fictitious characters, for works about those persons, organizations or places depicted in motion pictures.

— In opera H 1095; H 1110; H 1140 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, under names of individual deities, mythological and legendary figures, and fictitious characters, and under names of countries, cities, etc., for works on those persons and places in opera.

BT — Songs and music—History and criticism

— In popular culture H 1140 Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

— In-service training (May Subd Geog) H 1100 Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

BT — Training of

— In the press USE — Press coverage

— In-vitro propagation USE — Micropropagation

— Inaugurations H 1110 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— Inclusions (May Subd Geog) H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Incubation of eggs USE — Egg—Incubation

— Indeclinable words H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Index maps USE — Maps

— Indexes H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110 Use as a form subdivision under subjects.

UF — Bibliography—Indexes

— Dictionaries, indexes, etc. [Former subdivision]

NT — Committees—Indexes

— Concordances — Manuscripts—Indexes

— Periodicals—Indexes

— Reverse indexes

Indexing USE — Abstracting and indexing

— Indian influences H 1156 Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Indian troops H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Indians H 1159; H 1200 Further subordinate by subdivisions under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Indic influences H 1156 Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Indicative H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and languages of groups.

— Indirect discourse H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect object H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Induced spawning (May Subd Geog) H 1147 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Spawning, Induced [Former subdivision]
—— Interiors (May Subd Geog)  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

  BT — Bodies

—— Intersections  H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Interlinear translations  H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles
of sacred works.

  BT — Translations

—— Interlinear translations, English, [French, etc.]  H 115
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles
of sacred works.

—— Intermediate care (May Subd Geog)  H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons.

  BT — Care

—— Intemperance
USE — Death and burial

—— International cooperation  H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical
headings.

  UF — Cooperation, International

—— International harmonization
USE — International unification

—— International status  H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, etc., and bodies of water.

—— International unification  H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under legal
topics for works on the harmonization and
unification of laws on those topics across
national borders.

  UF — Harmonization, International
  — International harmonization
    — Unification, International

—— Internet marketing (May Subd Geog)  H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of
commodities, products, and services.

  BT — Marketing

—— Interpretation  H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
tests and types of tests.

—— Interpretation and construction  H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
legal topics.

—— Interpretational and criticism
USE — Criticism and interpretation

—— Interpretation (Phrasing, dynamics, etc.)  H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under forms and
types of musical compositions.

—— Interspersed  H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Interventional radiology (May Subd Geog)  H 1150, H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases and organs
and regions of the body.

  UF — Diseases—Interventional radiology
  — Radiology, Interventional

—— Interviews  H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons, classes of persons, and
ethnic groups for works about interviews with
those persons. Also use under names of
individual corporate bodies for works about
interviews with persons associated with that
corporate body.

—— Intonation  H 1154; H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages and
individual musical instruments and families of
instruments.

—— Intraoperative radiotherapy (May Subd Geog)  H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.

  BT — Radiotherapy

—— Introductions  H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles
of sacred works.

  NT — Sacred books—Introductions

—— Inventories  H 1095; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of
industries, institutions, and topical headings for
lists of raw materials, supplies, works in
process, finished goods, etc., on hand at a
particular time.

—— Inventories  H 1095; H 1153
Use as a form subdivision under types of
industries, institutions, and topical headings for
lists of raw materials, supplies, works in
process, finished goods, etc., on hand at a
particular time.

—— Inventory control (May Subd Geog)  H 1095; H 1105; H 1153; H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies, military services,
and types of industries, organizations, and
facilities.

  UF — Control, Inventory
  — Investigation of accidents—Investigation
  — Investments, Capital

—— Interpretation and criticism
USE — Accidents—Investigation

—— Investments, Capital
USE — Capital investments

—— Iranian influences  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

  BT — Foreign influences

—— Irish Americans  H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.

—— Irish authors  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Irish influences  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

  BT — Foreign influences

—— Irrigation (May Subd Geog)  H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
plants and groups of plants.

—— Islamic influences  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

—— Islamic interpretations  H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works.

  BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

—— Isotopes (May Subd Geog)  H 1149
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
chemicals.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual
elements and groups of elements for works
discussing collective, isotopic forms of those
elements as well as for works on
individual numbered isotopes of those elements.

  UF — Radios isotopes

—— Half-life (May Subd Geog)  H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
elements and groups of elements.

  UF — Half-life of isotopes

—— Italian Americans  H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military
services and individual wars.

—— Italian authors  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Italian influences  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

  BT — Foreign influences

—— Itineraries
USE — Travel

—— Itineraries
USE — Tours

—— Jehovah authors  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Japanese Americans  H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military
services and individual wars.

—— Japanese authors  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Japanese influences  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

—— Jargon  H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Jehovah’s Witnesses versions
USE — Versions, Jehovah’s Witnesses

—— Jewelry (May Subd Geog)  H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic
groups.

—— Jewish authors  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Jewish Christian authors  H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Jewish criticism, interpretation, etc.
USE — Criticism, interpretation, etc., Jewish

—— Jewish participation
USE — Participation, Jewish

—— Jews (May Subd Geog)  H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual
wars for works on aspects of a war in relation to
Jews, especially the war’s effect on them. For
works on the participation of Jews in the military
actions of a war, use the subdivision
Participation, Jewish.

—— Job descriptions (May Subd Geog)  H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under
occupational groups.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies and under military
services and occupational groups for works
about summaries of the essential activities
involved in the performance of jobs.

  UF — Descriptions of jobs
  — Occupational descriptions

—— NT — Position descriptions

—— Aviation—Job descriptions
  — Employees—Job descriptions

—— Job descriptions (May Subd Geog)  H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under
occupational groups.

Use as a form subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies and under military
services and occupational groups for summaries
of the essential activities involved in the
performance of jobs.

  UF — Descriptions of jobs
  — Occupational descriptions
  — Position descriptions

—— NT — Aviation—Job descriptions

—— Job satisfaction (May Subd Geog)  H 1100
— Maps

— To 1600
  USE — Maps—Early works to 1800

— Maps, Comparative
  USE — Maps

— Maps for children
  USE — Maps

— Maps for people with visual disabilities
  USE — Maps

— Maps for the blind
  USE — Maps

— Maps, Manuscript
  USE — Maps

— Maps, Physical
  USE — Maps

— Maps, Outline and base
  USE — Maps

— Maps, Topographic
  USE — Maps

— Maps, Tourist
  USE — Maps

— Maratha authors
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Marginal notes
  USE — Library—Marginal notes

— Marginal readings
  H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  UF — Readings, Marginal

— Marginallia
  USE — Scholia

— Markedness
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Marketing
  H 1095; H 1147; H 1180; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of commodities, products, services, and institutions providing products or services.
  NT — Co-operators marketing
  — Internet marketing
  — Seeds—Marketing

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1127
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
  USE — Law and legislation

— Marking (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Law and legislation

— Marriage
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons.
  UF — Biography—Marriage [Former subdivision]

— Marriage customs and rites (May Subd Geog)
  H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Mascots
  H 1151; H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and military services.

— Mass media and the war, [revolution, etc.]
  H 1200
  Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading.

— Massage (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Care and hygiene

— Masters-at-arms
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  USE as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Material culture (May Subd Geog)
  H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Materials (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1195
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under materials.
  Use as a topical subdivision under scientific and technical disciplines and under types of equipment and construction.

— Dynamic testing (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  UF — Dynamic testing of materials

— Materials management (May Subd Geog)
  H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.
  BT — Management

— Mathematical models
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.
  BT — Simulation methods

— Mathematics
  H 1095; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups for works on their systems of mathematics. Also use under topical headings for works on the mathematics employed in those fields.
  — Maxims
    USE — Quotations, maxims, etc.
  — Maxims
    USE — Quotations, maxims, etc.
  — Maximum allowable concentrations
    USE — Threshold limit values

— Mayan influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences

— Measurement
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under scientific and technical topics for works on the technique of making measurements.
  NT — Air content—Measurement

— Mechanical properties
  H 1156; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Abrasion resistance

— Mechanism of action
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  UF — Action, Mechanism of

— Medals
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1200
  Do not further subdivide geographically under names of individual persons and corporate bodies.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies other than military services, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings for works on commemorative or honorary medals issued or awarded in relation to the subject. Use Medals, badges, decorations, etc. under military services.
  BT — Awards

— Medals, badges, decorations, etc.
  H 1159
  Do not use under headings of the type [place]—Army forces; use Military decorations—[place] instead.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual military services.

— Medieval influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Medieval influences
  H 1095; H 1110; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious topics for works containing collections of thoughts or reflections on the spiritual significance of the person or topic.

— Medieval literature
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Mediterranean influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Medical and sanitary affairs
  USE — Health aspects

— Medical care
  H 1100; H 1103; H 1195; H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and individual wars.

— Medical and sanitary affairs [Former subdivision]
  BT — Services for

— Medical care
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
  USE as a topical subdivision under military services.
  BT — Law and legislation

— Medical examinations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and topical headings for which medical examinations are needed, such as types of insurance.
  BT — Medical care

— Medical personnel
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  USE as a topical subdivision under military services.
  NT — Medical technologists
  — Nurses
  — Surgeons

— Malpractica
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  UF — Malpractice of medical personnel

— Medical statistics
  USE — Statistics, Medical

— Medical supplies
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  BT — Supplies and stores

— Medical technologists
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  BT — Medical personnel

— Medicinal use
  USE — Therapeutic use

— Medicine (May Subd Geog)
  H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Formule, receipts, prescriptions
  H 1103
  Use this subdivision combination as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.
  BT — Formule, receipts, prescriptions

— Medieval influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Meditations
  H 1095; H 1110; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious topics for works containing collections of thoughts or reflections on the spiritual significance of the person or topic.

— Devotional literature
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Foreign influences
— Meeting proceedings
USE — Congresses
— Meetings
USE — Congresses
— Membership
H 1095; H 1105; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, individual Christian denominations, and types of corporate bodies for works on the conditions of belonging to those organizations.
— Memorizing
H 1156; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and uniform titles of sacred works.
— Men authors
USE — Male authors
— Mennean authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Mental health (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110
Do not further subdivide geographically under names of individual persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups.
BT — Health
— Mental health services (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
UF — Psychiatric care
BT — Services for
— Mental maps
USE — Maps
— Mercury content (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Composition
— Mergers (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions and industries.
— Messes
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Metabolic detoxication
USE — Metabolic detoxication
— Metabolic detoxication (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF — Detoxication, Metabolic
— Metabolic detoxication [Former subdivision]
— Metabolism
H 1147; H 1149; H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual chemical and groups of chemicals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Physiology
— Age factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
BT — Age factors
— Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Climatic factors
— Disorders (May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Diseases
— Endocrine aspects
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Endocrine aspects
— Genetic aspects
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
BT — Genetics
— Regulation
H 1149; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual organs and regions of the body.
UF — Regulation of metabolism
— Metabolurgy
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual metals and types of metals.
— Metamorphosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Development
— Endocrine aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Genetics
— Hormonal aspects
USE — Metabolism—Endocrine aspects
— Molecular aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Molecular aspects
— Methodist authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Methodology
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines for works on both the theory and practice of procedures to be followed.
NT — Bibliography—Methodology
— Comparative method
— Discography—Methodology
— Fieldwork
— Graphic methods
— Statistical methods
— Methods
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
UF — Instruction and study—Methods
— Methods (Jazz—Jazz-rock)—Group instruction
— Methods (Blues—Blues-rock)—Group instruction
— Methods (Boogie woogie)
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Bop)
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Big band)
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Blues—Blues-rock)
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Boogie woogie—Jazz—Jazz-rock)—Group instruction
— Methods (Jazz—Jazz-rock)—Self-instruction
— Methods (Pop)
  — Group instruction (Continued)
    Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Country)
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Jazz)
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Rock)
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Swing)
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Group Instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Self-instruction
  H 1161
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Methods (Western swing)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methylation  
  H 1149  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Metonymy  
  H 1154  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Metrics and rhythms  
  H 1154  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Mexican influences  
  H 1156  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.  
  BT — Foreign influences

— Microbiology (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147; H 1150; H 1158; H 1164; H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual diseases and types of diseases, individual materials and types of materials, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Microform catalogs  
  H 1095; H 1105  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual institutions and collections for catalogs that list works stored in those institutions or collections in microform editions.  
  BT — Catalogs

— Micropropagation (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
  UF — In-vitro propagation

— Microscopy (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1158; H 1164; H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials other than metals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Microstructure  
  H 1158  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Middle school education  
  USE — Education (Middle school)

— Migration (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  BT — Climatic factors

— Endocrine aspects  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
  UF — Hormonal aspect of migration

— Migration, Vertical  
  USE — Vertical distribution

— Migrations  
  H 1103  
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Military aspects (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1153  
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

— Military capital  
  H 1159  
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Military construction operations  
  H 1159  
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Law and legislation  
  H 1159  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.  
  USE — Law and legislation

— Military currency (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1200  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Military decorations  
  USE — Medals, badges, decorations, etc.

— Military history  
  USE — History, Military

— Military Intelligence (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1200  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Military intelligence  
  USE — Intelligence, Military

— Military leadership  
  H 1110  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.  
  UF — Leadership, Military

— Military life  
  H 1159  
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Military police  
  H 1159  
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.  
  UF — Intelligence, Military

— Foreign auxiliaries  
  H 1159  
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.  
  UF — Foreign auxiliaries of military police

— Military policy  
  H 1140  
  Use as a topical subdivision under countries, etc.

— Religious aspects  
  H 1140  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries and regions larger than countries.

— Military relations (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1140  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of regions, countries, cities, etc., for non-hostile military relations and/or cooperation between one region or jurisdiction and another.

— Military relations—Foreign countries  
  [Former subdivision]  
  BT — Relations

— Militia  
  H 1140  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under military services.  
  USE — Military relations

— Milling (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1160  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Mimetic words  
  H 1154  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Minangkabau influences  
  H 1156  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Minimization of wastes  
  USE — Waste minimization

— Minorities  
  H 1159  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Minority authors  
  H 1156  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Minority leader  
  USE — Minority leaders

— Minority leaders  
  H 1155  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under the names of individual legislative bodies.

— Minority whip  
  USE — Minoritywhips

— Minoritywhips  
  H 1155  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

— Military aspects—Foreign countries  
  H 1156  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Miscellaneous  
  H 1105  
  Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about miscellaneous or special aspects of those subjects for which no other subdivision exists or can be established and yet, because of their unusual nature, cannot be treated as general works on those subjects.

— Curiosities and miscellaneous (May Subd Geog)  
  USE — Miscellaneous

— Miscellaneous  
  USE — Miscellaneous

— Miscellaneous aspects  
  USE — Miscellaneous

— Misleading (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1195  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Missing in action (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1200  
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Missions (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1103; H 1185; H 1186; H 1187  
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnics groups for works on Missions to those groups.  
  Also use under individual religions and Christian denominations and names of individual religious and monastic orders for works on missions or missionary activities sponsored or undertaken by those religions or organizations.

— Mistresses of kings and rulers  
  USE — Kings and rulers—Paramours

— Mlosing (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1158  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Mnemonic devices  
  H 1188  
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

---

**Radiator**
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

---

**Radio antennas**
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

---

**Radio broadcasting and the war, [revolt, etc.]**
H 1200
Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading. Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

---

**Radio broadcasting of proceedings**
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

---

**Radio control of models**
USE — Models — Radio control

---

**Radio equipment**
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

---

**Security measures**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

---

**Radio installations**
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Radio tracking**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

---

**Radioactive contamination**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147, H 1158; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants, individual animals, and groups of animals, and individual materials and groups of materials that are not inherently radioactive.

---

**Radioactivity, Radioactive**
H 1157, H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants, individual animals, and groups of animals, and individual materials and groups of materials, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

---

**Law and legislation**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

---

**Positioning**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

---

**Radiomunoinaging**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

---

**Radioimmunotherapy**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

---

**Radiation**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

---

**Radioisotopes**
USE —Isotopes

---

**Radiology, Interventional**
USE — Interventional radiology

---

**Radiotherapy**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

---

**Complications**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of diseases.

---

**Radiotherapy—Complications and sequela**
[Former subdivision]
BT — Complications
USE — Radiotherapy — Complications — Rankings

---

**Rapid solidification processing**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

---

**Rate of diffusion**
USE — Diffusion rate

---

**Ratings**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of services, utilities, transportation systems, etc., for works on prices charged for services provided or items sold according to a specific ratio, scale, or standard.

---

**Ratings and rankings**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

---

**Reactivity**
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

---

**Reader-response criticism**
H 1189
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

---

**Readers**
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under languages other than English.

---

**[former subdivision]**

---

**Revolution, 1775-1783, [Spanish-American War, 1898, etc.]**
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Research grants (Continued) individual corporate bodies and under topical headings.

UF — Grants, Research

— Reserve fees H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Reserves H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

NT — Women’s reserves

— Pay, allowances, etc. H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Pay, allowances, etc.

— Personnel records H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Personnel records

— Promotions H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Promotions

— Residence requirements (May Subd Geog) H 1100; H 1151.5 Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups, types of employees, and types of educational institutions.

UF — Requirements for residence

— Residency requirements

USE — Dwellings

— Homes and haunts

— Residence requirements

USE — Residence requirements

— Residues (May Subd Geog) H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Resignation (May Subd Geog) H 1195 Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

— Resignation from office H 1110 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— Resistance, Chemical USE — Chemical resistance

— Resistance, Skid USE — Skid resistance

— Resistance to diseases USE — Disease resistance

— Resistance to diseases and pests USE — Disease and pest resistance

— Resistance to droughts USE — Drought tolerance

— Resistance to frost USE — Frost resistance

— Resistance to insects USE — Insect resistance

— Resistance to penetration USE — Penetration resistance

— Resistance to pests USE — Disease and pest resistance

— Resistance to venom USE — Venom resistance

— Resolutions H 1155 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies for works about resolutions of those bodies. H 1155 Use as a form subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies for collections of resolutions of those bodies.

— Respiration (May Subd Geog) H 1147 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Physiology

— Respiratory organs H 1147 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Anatomy

— Respite care (May Subd Geog) H 1100; H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

BT — Care

— Restoration and conservation USE — Conservation and restoration

— Restraint systems, Occupant USE — Occupant restraint systems

— Resilience (May Subd Geog) H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Results of analysis USE — Composition

— Retarders (May Subd Geog) H 1195 Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Retired officials and employees USE — Officials and employees, Retired

— Retirement (May Subd Geog) H 1100; H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

NT — Appointments and retirements

— Reverse Indexes H 1154 Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Indexes

— Reviews H 1095 Use as a form subdivision under types of books and nonbook materials for collections of descriptive and evaluative accounts of those materials. Also use under headings for mass media and the performing arts for collections of critical writings about programs, performances, etc.

NT — Book reviews

— Revival H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Rhetoric H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Rhymer H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Rime (Former subdivision)

— Rhythm H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual modern languages and groups of modern languages. Under individual ancient languages use the subdivision Metrology and rhythms.

— Riding qualities (May Subd Geog) H 1195 Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Right hand studies USE — Studies and exercises (Right hand)

— Rights, Civil USE — Civil rights

— Rime USE — Rime

— Riot, (date) H 1151 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

— Riots H 1151 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

— Ripening (May Subd Geog) H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Risk assessment (May Subd Geog) H 1095 Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings with which physical risk is associated.

— Risk factors (May Subd Geog) H 1150 Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

NT — Health risk assessment

— Surgery—Risk factors

— Risk management (May Subd Geog) H 1153 Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Management

— Rites and ceremonies H 1103 Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

UF — Ceremonies

NT — Funeral customs and rites

— Rituals H 1105; H 1185 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual secret societies and under topical religions other than Judaism and its sects.

— Texts H 1185 Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions other than Judaism and its sects for works about those texts.

BT — Texts

— Concordances H 1185 Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual religious other than Judaism and its sects for word indexes to texts of rituals.

BT — Concordances

— History and criticism H 1185 Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions other than Judaism and its sects.

BT — History and criticism

— Texts H 1185 Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual religions other than Judaism and its sects for individual texts or collections of texts of rituals.

BT — Texts

— Riverine operations (May Subd Geog) H 1200 Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Riverine operations, American [British, etc.] (May Subd Geog) H 1200 Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Robots H 1159 Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Rollover protective structures (May Subd Geog) H 1195 Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Safety appliances

— Roman antiquities USE — Antiquities, Roman

— Roman influences H 1156 Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Romances H 1095; H 1110 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and legendary characters for works about texts of medieval (that is, pre-1501) European tales based chiefly on legends of chivalric love and adventure in which those persons or characters are the dominant characters.

UF — Romances, legends, etc. (Former subdivision)

BT — Legends

— Romances, legends, etc. USE — Legends

— Romances, legends, etc. USE — Legends

— Romani authors H 1156 Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Romanian authors H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

UF — Students—Housing
BT — Housing

—Student strike, [date]

H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

UF — Strike, [date] [Former subdivision]

—Student yearbooks
USE — Students—Yearbooks

—Students

H 1151
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.

NT — Foreign students
—Graduate students
—Undergraduates

—Housing
USE — Student housing

—Yearbooks
H 1151
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual educational institutions.

UF — School yearbooks
—Student yearbooks

—Studies and exercises
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

UF — Exercises and studies
BT — Problems, exercises, etc.

—Fingering
USE — Fingering

—Juvenile
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Pedaling
USE — Pedaling

—Studies and exercises (Alternative rock)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Big band)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Blues-rocket)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Blues-rock)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Boogie woogie)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Bop)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Celtic)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Country)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Doo-wop)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Folk)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Funk)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Gospel)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Heavy metal)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Jazz)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Jazz-rock)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Latino jazz)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Left hand)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Reggae)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Ragtime)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Rhythm and blues)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Rock)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Saddles)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Ska)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Swing)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Studies and exercises (Western swing)
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

—Study and teaching
(May Subd Geog)
H 1125; H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1154; H
— Symbolic aspects (Continued)
  animals and groups of animals and individual organs and regions of the body.
— Symbolic representation
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  UF — Representation, Symbolic
— Symbolism
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about the symbols employed by the person in his creative works.
  UF — Allegory
  — Allegory and symbolism [Former subdivision]
— Symbols on maps
  USE — Maps — Symbols
— Synopsia
  USE — Congresses
— Synopsia proceedings
  USE — Congresses
— Synopsia proceedings
  USE — Congresses
— Symposia
  USE — Congresses
— Symposia
  USE — Congresses
— Synonyms and antonyms
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  UF — Antonyms
— Syntax
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  NT — Dialects — Syntax
  — Ergative constructions
  — Ininitival constructions
  — Locative constructions
  — Recursion
  — Subjectless constructions
  — Subordinate constructions
  — Temporal constructions
— Synthesis
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
— Inhibitors
  H 1149
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  BT — Inhibitors
— Regulation
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  UF — Regulation of synthesis
— Syphilis (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Infections
— Table-talk
  USE — Quotations
— Table-talk
  USE — Quotations
— Tables
  H 1095
  Use as a form subdivision under topical headings for works and groups of works in tabular form.
  UF — Charts, tables, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Formulae, tables, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Tables and ready reckoners [Former subdivision]
  — Tables, calculations, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Tables, etc. [Former subdivision]
  NT — Conversion tables
  — Tables and ready reckoners
  USE — Tables
  — Tables, calculations, etc.
  USE — Tables
  — Tables, etc.
  USE — Tables
— Tables of contents
  H 1095
  Use as a form subdivision under titles of individual persons and families, classes of persons or groups.
— Tactical aviation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.
  BT — Aviation
— Tagging
  USE — Marking
— Tales, Legendary
  USE — Legends
— Tank warfare
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Taosist influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.
— Target practice
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Taxation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on the taxes levied on income-producing activities or articles of value; also use under classes of persons and ethnic groups for taxes levied on those groups.
— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings
  BT — Law and legislation
— Teaching of the Bible
  USE — Biblical teaching
— Teaching office
  H 1187
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
— Teaching pieces
  H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— Teachings
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works discussing in general the body of knowledge, precepts, or doctrines the person taught to others.
— Technique
  H 1095; H 1110; H 1148
  Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines, especially those involving laboratory routines, for nontheoretical works describing steps to be followed in performing required tasks. Use under names of individual literary authors and under literary form headings for works on writing technique. Also use under individual art forms and headings for national or ethnic art for works on artistic technique.
— Technological innovations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1147; H 1153; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants, individual animals and groups of animals, industries, and topical headings for works on fundamental technological improvements or changes in materials, production methods, processes, organization, or management which increase efficiency or production.
  UF — Innovations, Technological
— Technology
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Teenagers' use (May Subd Geog)
  H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  UF — Use by teenagers
— Telephone calls
  H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1149
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons or groups.
— Telephone directories
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1153
  Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual legislative bodies, classes of persons, ethnic groups, and types of organizations and industries.
  UF — Directories — Telephone [Former subdivision]
  BT — Directories
— Yellow pages
  H 1140
  Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  UF — Yellow pages
— Television adaptations
  H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1160
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures, individual literary works entered under title, forms and types of musical compositions, and names of individual persons.
  UF — Film and video adaptations [Former subdivision]
  BT — Adaptations
— Television and the war, [revoltation, etc.]
  H 1200
  Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Television broadcasting of proceedings
  H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Television plays
  USE — Radio and television plays
— Temperature (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Tempo
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  BT — Phonetics
— Temporal clauses
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  BT — Clauses
— Temporal constructions
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Tenancy
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Tenure of land
  USE — Land tenure
— Term of office
  H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Terminology
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, individual Christian denominations, and topical headings for works about words and expressions found in those works or used in those fields.
— Pronunciation
  H 1095; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works and topical headings.
  UF — Pronunciation of terminology
— Terminology
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, individual Christian denominations, and topical
Further subdivide by subdivisions under individual diseases.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Diseases

— Ultrasonic imaging (May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and individual organs and regions of the body other than brain and heart.
UF — Diseases—Ultrasonic imaging
BT — Cross-sectional imaging

— Ultrastructure
H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body and individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Cytology

— Unclaimed pension benefits
USE — Pension benefits—Unclaimed benefits

— Undergraduate students
USE — Undergraduates

— Undergraduates
H 1151
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.
UF — Undergraduate students
BT — Students
NT — Freshmen

— Underground literature (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
BT — Literature and the war, [revolution, etc.]

— Underground movements (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
UF — Guerrillas [Former subdivision]

— Underground printing plants (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
UF — Printing plants, Underground

— Unification, International
USE — International unification

— Uniforms
H 1100; H 1105; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under classes of persons and military services.
BT — Clothing

— Union catalogs
USE — Union lists

— Union lists
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under types of printed or nonbook materials for catalogs of those materials held by two or more libraries.
UF — Lists, Union

— Union catalo — Catalogs
BT — Catalogs
NT — Bibliography—Union lists

— Union territories
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type [topic]—[country] for works discussing collectively the union territories of a country in relation to the topic.
BT — Administrative and political divisions

— Unit cohesion
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Cohesion, Unit

— Unknown military personnel
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Unknown military personnel, American, [British, etc.]
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Complications

— Use
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

— Use by children
USE — Children’s use

— Use by teenagers
USE — Teenagers’ use

— Use in devotion
USE — Devotional use

— Use in diagnosis
USE — Diagnostic use

— Use in hymns
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

— Use in liturgy
USE — Liturgical use

— Use in therapeutics
USE — Therapeutic use

— Use in wars
USE — War use

— Use of
USE — Utilization

— Use of fire
USE — Fire use

— Use studies
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of information resources, information services, libraries, library resources, and publications for works about use studies of those resources or services.

— Use studies
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under types of information resources, information services, libraries, library resources, and publications for use studies of those resources or services.

— Utilization (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Use of

— Uzbek influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
BT — Foreign influences

— Vacancies, Job
USE — Job vacancies

— Vaccination (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Diseases—Vaccination [Former subdivision]

— Preventive inoculation [Former subdivision]
BT — Inoculation

— Complications (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Complications
— Vocalization (Continued)
   H 1147
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
   UF — Regulation of vocalization

— Vocational education (May Subd Geog)
   H 1100, H 1103
   Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
   BT — Education

— Vocational guidance (May Subd Geog)
   H 1095, H 1100; H 1105; H 1153; H 1154; H 1159
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and military services and under occupations, fields of endeavor, and types of industries. Use under classes of persons only if a heading for the corresponding field or activity does not exist or cannot be established.
   UF — Guidance, Vocational

— Voice
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
   NT — Passive voice

— Voivodeships
   H 1095
   Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type [topic]—Poland for works discussing collectively the voivodeships of Poland in relation to the topic.
   UF — Voivodeships
   BT — Administrative and political divisions

— Vowel gradation
   H 1151
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual administrative institutions.

— Vowel reduction
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Vowels
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages other than Semitic languages. Use under Semitic languages use Vocalization.

— Voyages
   USE — Vowels

— Weight
   H 1155
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

— Warrant officers
   H 1159
   Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
   Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Wars
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1103
   Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Waste disposal
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1153
   Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, industrial processes, facilities, and institutions.
   UF — Disposal of wastes
   NT — Finishing — Waste disposal
   — Hauling — Waste disposal
   — Pickling — Waste disposal

— Waste minimization
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1153
   Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, industrial processes, facilities, and institutions.
   UF — Minimization of wastes
   NT — Finishing — Waste minimization

— Watch duty
   H 1159
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual navies.

— Water requirements
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries and types of industries and other topical headings.

— Water rights
   H 1145.5
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

— Water-supply
   H 1095; H 1153
   Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and other topical headings.

— Weights and measures
   H 1105
   Use as a topical subdivision under types of commodities and merchandise for systems of weights and measures of those groups or established for those items.
   UF — Weight and measurement [Former subdivision]

— Weldability
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1158
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Welding
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1149; H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Welsh authors
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— West Indian influences
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
   BT — Foreign influences

— Western influences
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
   UF — Occidental influences [Former subdivision]
   BT — Foreign influences

— Wheels
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Alignment
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Alignment of wheels

— Will
   H 1110
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for discussions of the person's legal declaration regarding the disposition of the person's property or estate, including discussions or cases of contested wills.

— Windows and windshields
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Windshields

— Law and legislation
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195

— Use in wars
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1158
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
   UF — Use in wars

— War work
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries and types of materials.
   UF — Use in wars

— War dead, Repatriation of
   USE — Repatriation of war dead

— War
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1158
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.

— War work
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries and types of materials.
   UF — Use in wars

— American Legion
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Boy Scouts
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Catholic Church, [Methodist Church, etc.]
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
   BT — War work — Churches

— Churches
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
   NT — War work — Catholic Church, [Methodist Church, etc.]

— Elks
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Girl Scouts
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Red Cross
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Salvation Army
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Schools
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Young Men's Christian associations
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Young Women's Christian associations
   H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Warfare
   (May Subd Geog)
   H 1103
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Warrant officers
   H 1159
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Law and legislation

— Windshields
USE — Windows and windshields

— Wiring (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Wiring, Electric
USE — Electric wiring

— Women (May Subd Geog)
H 1150, H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Do not subdivide geographically under military services.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services. Also use under individual wars for works on aspects of the war in relation to women, including its effect on them. For works on the participation of women in the military actions of the war, use the subdivision Participation, Female.
UF — Women's work [Former subdivision]

— Women authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures. UF — Female authors

— Women's reserves
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.
BT — Reserves
Women’s work
USE — Women

— Word formation
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Formation of words

— Word frequency
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Frequency of words

— Word indexes
USE — Concordances

— Word order
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Order of words

— Words, Code
USE — Code words

— Workbooks
USE — Problems, exercises, etc.

— Working conditions
USE — Employment

— Workload (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

— Workshop proceedings
USE — Congresses

— Wounds and Injuries (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases. Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Accidents and injuries [Former subdivision]—Injuries

NT — Blunt trauma
— Fractures
— Frost damage
— Hemorrhage
— Herbicide injuries
— Radiation injuries
— Rupture

— Diagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under

individual plants and groups of plants.

—Wrestling
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.
BT — Sports

— Writing
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Writing skill
H 1110
Do not use under multi-career persons who are also recognized as literary authors.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on a non-literary person's literary ability and accomplishments, including discussions of literary works by persons normally identified with another field.
UF — Literary art [Former subdivision]

— Written works
H 1110
Do not use under persons also known as literary authors.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of persons active in the fine arts, music, and performing arts for discussions, listings, etc., of their non-literary textual works.

— Yearbooks
USE — Periodicals

— Yearbooks
USE — Periodicals

— Yellow pages
USE — Telephone directories—Yellow pages

— Yiddish influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
BT — Foreign influences

— Yields
USE — Yields

— Yields (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Yield [Former subdivision]

— Yoruba authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Youth (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on aspects of the war in relation to youth, especially the war's effects on them.

— Youth and childhood
USE — Childhood and youth

— Foreign countries
H 1095; H 1103; H 1154; H 1156; H 1159
Use as a geographic subdivision under ethnic groups, individual languages, individual literatures, military services, and types of publications qualified by language or nationality.
NT — Officials and employees—Foreign countries

— History and criticism
H 1156
Use this subdivision combination as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
BT — History and criticism